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HEN the 48 entries for

this year’s renewal of the

oldest Classic, the St

Leger, were announced

recently, it was exciting to see that

Kingsley Park had entered four horses for

the race. 

It’s true that the number of our entries

for the race was dwarfed by the Coolmore

draft of 19  --  yes, 19  --  potential

contenders!  But, nonetheless, it’s fair to

say that Mark has the Doncaster race

firmly in his sights.

“With four entries, two of whom are

proven at Group 1 level already, I think we

have a serious chance in this year’s race,”

Mark told the Klarion.

The first of our contenders is Sheikh

Hamdan bin Mohammed’s Dee Ex Bee

(pictured above under Franny Norton).The

Farhh colt won at Goodwood and Epsom

as a juvenile before chasing home Kew

Gardens in the Listed Zetland Stakes last

October. Dee Ex Bee was beaten half a

length by Young Rascal in the Chester

Vase before, memorably, finishing second

to Masar in the Derby itself. 

“I suppose Dee Ex Bee has been a little

disappointing since finishing second in the

Derby,” Mark admitted, “but he’s been

crying out for further and for a bit of cut in

the ground. He should get both in the St

Leger and I rate him a very serious

contender.”

Mildenberger, also owned by Sheikh

Hamdan bin Mohammed, hasn’t been

racing since finishing second in the Group

2 Dante Stakes at York in May. The Teofilo

colt won three times as a juvenile last year,

including in the Listed Stonehenge Stakes

over a mile at Salisbury.  

He ended his juvenile campaign by

finishing third behind Roaring Lion in the

Group 2 Royal Lodge Stakes. 

“Mildenberger has had a few little

setbacks and hasn’t run since finishing

second in the Dante,” Mark told us. 

“Hopefully he’ll be back on track well

in advance of the St Leger, and he’s

another horse who is proven at that kind of

level. He must have a decent chance in the

St Leger.”

Kingsley Park’s third St Leger contender

is Dr Jim Walker’s Austrian School. This

son of Teofilo has a real stayer’s profile – a

juvenile debut winner over a mile at Ripon,

he signed off at two by winning over 10

furlongs on soft ground at Pontefract. This

term has seen him land two handicaps and

run well in three others, before finishing

second in the Listed Glasgow Stakes at

Hamilton. 

“Austrian School has been running in

handicaps, although he finished second in

the Glasgow Stakes,” Mark said.

“He’s rated only 98, so quite a bit of

improvement would be needed. That’s not

impossible, however, as he steps up in trip

and as the year progresses, as he is a

slow-maturing type of horse.”

The quartet is made up by Ballylinch

Stud’s unbeaten Hibernicus. Unraced at

two, this son of Sea The Stars has run just

twice, both last month, winning

impressively at Carlisle and Pontefract. He

looks a really useful prospect. 

Mark said: “Rated 90, he hasn’t even

graduated yet into level weights races. He

is exciting, though, and it’s not impossible

that he could make the required

improvement.”

ARK would love to win the St

Leger, reminding the Klarion:

“We ran third with Double

Trigger all those years ago so, yes, I’d be

delighted to win it.

“In the early stages of my career, if you

had asked people what Classic I would be

likely to win, I think most people would

have said the St Leger, as I’ve always been

considered to have a strong hand in the

stayers’ division. However, it’s a race that

has eluded us so far, so it’s nice to be

approaching this year’s race with four

possible winners in there.”

This year’s renewal is scheduled for

September 15. A lot of water has yet to

pass under the bridge, and plans can, of

course, change, but wouldn’t it be great to

see a strong Kingsley Park challenge for

Britain’s oldest Classic? Especially in a

year when Mark will, in all probability,

have become Britain’s winningmost trainer

by then.
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